Objective: Case finding is an important challenge in mental health programs responding to large-scale disasters. Most people who experience psychological symptoms after such events return to normal functioning within a few months. Yet a significant minority continues to experience enduring symptoms. This study demonstrated the use of signal detection analyses of community survey data to identify subgroups of children who were at highest risk of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) after the September 11 attacks. Methods: This study reanalyzed results of a needs assessment survey conducted six months after the World Trade Center attacks on September 11, 2001, with a representative sample of 7,832 New York City public school students in grades 4 to 12. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses conducted on half the sample resulted in a decision tree for classifying children into groups at varying levels of risk of PTSD. These decision rules were subsequently retested on the second half of the sample. Results: We could reliably classify children into groups with varying probabilities of screening positive on a PTSD screen. Nearly two-thirds of children in grades 4 to 12 who screened positive for probable PTSD were concentrated among 4th graders (35%) and among children who had a friend or family member directly exposed to the attacks (28%). Conclusions: Signal detection analysis of community needs assessment surveys can identify community subgroups most likely to screen positive for mental health problems after a disaster or terrorist attack. This information can help target screening and outreach efforts to community segments that have the highest need for services. (Psychiatric Services 61:64–69, 2010)
and can help determine the need for continuing services after the immediate postdisaster phase.

The efficiency of case finding might be improved by focusing screening and outreach efforts on community segments that have the highest prevalence of problems in a community survey. However, the logistic regression techniques typically used to analyze epidemiological surveys do not generate simple decision rules that can be used to assign individuals to different risk groups. An alternative approach is using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis, a signal detection method commonly used in medical decision making to classify individuals into groups that are at higher or lower risk of having a medical condition or an adverse health outcome (8,9). ROC analyses generate a series of decision rules for sorting individuals into higher- and lower-risk groups.

The study presented here examined the potential value of ROC analyses of community survey data in identifying groups of children who are at the highest risk of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) after a disaster. This study reanalyzed data from a survey that assessed mental health needs of New York City public school children six months after the September 11 attacks (10,11). The original needs assessment study determined both overall mental health needs and identified numerous risk factors associated with mental health problems. However, the original study was not designed to generate decision rules for differentiating higher- and lower-risk subgroups within the sample.

This reanalysis used ROC methods on the first half of the sample to generate a set of decision rules for identifying subgroups of children who were more or less likely to score positive on a PTSD screen. The resultant decision rules were then retested in the second half of the sample. The study addressed two questions related to reliability and detection: How well did risk segments developed in the ROC analysis replicate in the second half of the sample? How many high-risk children (those who screened positive for probable PTSD) were included in the various risk groups?

Some readers may be familiar with using ROC analysis to assess the validity of a screening tool against a gold-standard diagnostic criterion. Our purpose was different. We used ROC analysis to identify risk factors associated with children screening positive on a PTSD screen. We were not assessing the validity of the screening measure itself, which has been validated in prior research.

Methods
Sample
The original needs assessment study (10,11) was commissioned by the New York City Board of Education (now the New York City Department of Education). The study was conceived and conducted by Applied Research and Consulting, L.L.C. (ARC), with significant contribution from researchers at the Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health. The sampling design was created by researchers at ARC and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The survey was conducted with a representative sample of 8,236 students in grades 4 to 12, of whom 7,832 students (95%) completed the PTSD screening measure. The sample was designed to represent the entire population of New York City public school students in grades 4 to 12, with oversampling of several subpopulations. Subsamples that were oversampled included students from schools in the immediate physical vicinity of Ground Zero, students from schools that had a clear view of the World Trade Center, and students who went to schools in areas that had a high proportion of public safety workers residing in the community. Details of the clustered sampling procedures have been published previously (11).

Several factors make this a particularly appropriate survey for testing the potential value of ROC in case finding. First, it was explicitly designed as a needs assessment study intended to inform service delivery. Second, the study used well-designed sampling procedures that enable projection of results to the entire population of New York City public school students who were in grades 4 to 12.

Third, the sample was large enough to enable split-half replication of the ROC model.

Measures
Probable mental health disorders were assessed with the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children Predictive Scales (DPS) (12). The original study measured eight different disorders, but most disorders were assessed in only a subsample of participants (planned missingness). Because ROC analysis does not allow for imputation of missing data, we decided to focus our analyses on one disorder that was assessed among all the participants. We selected PTSD because it was assessed specifically in reference to the World Trade Center attacks and because it was the psychiatric disorder with the most elevated prevalence (fivefold increase) relative to comparison data from other community samples (10). In prior unpublished research cited by Hoven and colleagues (11), the PTSD screen had 85% sensitivity and 98.4% specificity.

A questionnaire on the September 11, 2001, World Trade Center attacks was developed specifically for the study and assessed various exposure factors, including physical proximity (for example, attending a school near Ground Zero) and direct exposure to stressors (such as witnessing the attack, being near the cloud of smoke, being evacuated from one’s school, and having difficulty returning home after the attack), psychological proximity (whether the child knew anyone killed in the attacks or anyone who survived the attacks and his or her relationship to that person), and amount of exposure to media coverage of the attack. The three psychological proximity variables were recoded as ordinal scales: 0, don’t know anyone; 1, acquaintance (“someone else you know”); 2, friend; 3, nonimmediate family member; 4, sibling; and 5, parent.

The survey also assessed children’s self-report of exposure to traumas before the September 11 attacks, and these did predict children’s risk of PTSD. We intentionally handicapped ourselves by not including prior exposure data in the reanalysis presented here, because we assumed that men-
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nal health staff trying to plan a disaster response would typically not have access to such detailed information of individual students’ histories.

**Procedures**
The 50 data collectors completed human subjects training and were trained in administration of the study protocol. Parental consent information was distributed to parents via students’ schools. Fourth and fifth graders were included in the study if the parents returned a consent form (active consent); older children were included unless their parents opted out of the study (passive consent). The measures were completed in school classrooms within one class period. Fourth and fifth graders filled in their responses as the questions were read aloud to them. Older children completed paper-and-pencil surveys on their own. A 24-hour telephone number for mental health assistance and referral was provided to all families in the study. (Because the surveys were truly anonymous, children could not be referred on the basis of their screening responses.) The study was overseen by the institutional review boards of the New York City Department of Education, the New York State Office of Mental Health Committee for WTC-Related Research, and Columbia University—New York State Psychiatric Institute.

**Analyses**
Data analysis proceeded in three phases. The first was an ROC analysis conducted on the first half of the sample (N=3,945). This analysis identified risk factors that classified children into groups according to whether they were more or less likely to screen positive for probable PTSD (probable PTSD was defined as above-threshold symptoms accompanied by self-reported impairment in functioning). Each predictor variable was examined to determine its single best cutoff point for differentiating participants into high-risk and low-risk groups. We then selected the one variable that best split the sample into high- and low-risk groups. This analysis was iteratively repeated within each resultant risk group until additional predictors became nonsignificant or the cell sizes became too small (fewer than ten cases). This resulted in an empirically derived decision tree for classifying individuals into higher- and lower-risk groups.

In the second phase, we confirmed in the second of half of the sample (N=3,887) whether the ROC-generated decision tree reliably determined children’s likelihood of screening positive for PTSD. We assigned children to groups using the decision tree developed in the first half of the sample. We then conducted two sets of significance tests, both using the z test for differences in proportions (13). The first set of tests, conducted only in the replication half of the sample, compared the two groups generated at each point of the decision tree to see whether each branching point again generated groups with differing rates of positive PTSD screens. For this analysis, finding a significant difference across the groups would confirm the potential utility of the decision rule. The second set of tests compared results across both samples and tested whether children in each risk category had similar rates of positive PTSD screens in both the model development and replication samples. For these tests, finding no significant difference across the two samples would confirm the reliability of the model.

In the third analysis, we combined both halves of the sample and reweighted it to reflect the entire population of grades 4 through 12 New York City public school students. This enabled us to better estimate the proportion of all students and the proportion of students likely to screen positive for probable PTSD that would be included in each group identified in the ROC model.

**Results**

**ROC model generation**
Results of the ROC decision tree are shown in Figure 1. Two ratios are shown within each box. The top ratio is from the model development half of the sample; the ratio on the bottom in italics is from the replication half of the sample. In all the ratios, the denominator is the total number of children in each subgroup of the sample; the numerator is the number of children in that subgroup who screened positive for probable PTSD; the percentage is the proportion of children in that segment who screened positive for probable PTSD.

Grade level emerged as the single strongest predictor of probable PTSD. The ROC identified the optimal split-point as being the distinction between grade 4 (27% screening positive for probable PTSD) and grades 5 to 12 (7% screening positive). Among children in grade 4, those who had been directly exposed to two or more stressors were more likely than those who had not been to screen positive for PTSD (39% versus 17%). Among fourth graders who were exposed to less than two stressors, those who knew anyone who was at the World Trade Center during the attack were more likely than those who did not to screen positive (27% versus 11%).

Among children in grades 5 to 12, the strongest predictor of screening positive for probable PTSD was whether a friend or family member died in the attack. Sixteen percent of those whose friends or family members died in the attack had probable PTSD, whereas those whose friends and family did not die in the attack were not as likely to screen positive (7%). The next highest predictor in these grade levels was having a friend or family member who was at the World Trade Center at the time of the attack and survived (10%, screened positive). Fifth to twelfth graders who did not have a friend or family member at the World Trade Center at the time of the attack were less likely to screen positive for PTSD (6%).

**Replication**
We next applied the ROC-generated decision rules to the second (replication) half of the sample. These results are shown in the second set of ratios in Figure 1. Our first set of z tests for proportions, conducted only within the replication sample, tested whether each split in the decision tree yielded groups with differing rates of positive PTSD screens. We found significant differences (z=3.18 to 10.49, p<.01 to p<.001) for all but one
branch of the tree, confirming the potential utility of these splits. The one split that did not replicate was among fourth graders exposed to fewer than two direct exposures: among these children, the rate of positive PTSD screens no longer differed significantly depending on whether or not the child knew someone who had been at the World Trade Center at the time of the attacks. This distinction was dropped from our final model.

Our second set of z tests for proportions tested whether the rates of positive PTSD screens within each of the risk categories were similar in both the model development and replication subsamples. These were all nonsignificant, confirming that the model was reliable across samples.

**Projection to the fourth- to 12th-grade student population**

Having confirmed that the ROC-generated segmentation rules reliably differentiated children's risk of screening positive for probable PTSD, we projected the results to the population of New York City public school students in grades 4 to 12. Results are shown in Table 1 for each of the five risk segments.

The group most likely to screen positive for PTSD was fourth graders exposed to multiple trauma cues. We estimated that this group constituted only about 5% of the grade 4 to 12 public school student population yet nearly one-fifth of all children who would have screened positive for probable PTSD. Fourth graders who experienced fewer than two direct exposures were estimated to be 9% of the population and accounted for roughly 16% of children likely to screen positive on the PTSD measure. We estimated that children in grades 5 to 12 who lost a friend or family member in the attacks comprised roughly 7% of the population and about 12% of all children who would have screened positive for probable PTSD. Fifth to 12th graders who had a friend or family member who had been at the World Trade Center at the time of the attack and survived accounted for roughly 17% of both the study population and of children who would have screened positive for PTSD. Finally, we estimated that fifth to 12th graders who had no friends or family at the World Trade Center at the time of the attacks would have included over 63% of the total study population yet only 36% of all children who would have screened positive for probable PTSD. Combining the three highest-risk groups (two or more exposures and fewer than two exposures for fourth graders; family or friend died in the attack for fifth to 12th graders), we estimated that nearly half (47%) of the children who would have screened positive on the PTSD screen were concentrated in roughly one-fifth of the grade 4 to 12 public school student population.

---

*Top numbers are results from the first (model development) half of the sample. Bottom numbers (italics) are from the second (replication) half of the sample.*
Both fourth and fifth graders had the opportunities: effects of age-related differences in the method of administration, the DPS PTSD screen’s being less specific (generating more false positives) among fourth graders than among children in later grades, or higher rates of pathology among the fourth graders. We can rule out the differences in administration. Both fourth and fifth graders had the questions read aloud to them and participated only if their parents gave active consent. Yet the proportion of positive PTSD screens among fourth graders (27%) was double that of fifth graders (N=70 of 504, or 14%) who were assessed with the same procedures.

It could be that the PTSD screen is less specific (generates more false positives) among fourth graders than among older children. Fourth graders are at the extreme bottom of the nine- to 17-year-old age range used to develop the DPS, and its developers did not report its psychometrics for different age subgroups (12). Yet other indicators suggest that there may in fact have been greater rates of PTSD among younger children: fourth graders were most likely to endorse PTSD if they had been exposed to two or more stressors. Fourth graders also reported more PTSD and anxiety disorders than did older children but less depression and conduct disorder, suggesting that if there was any overreporting bias, it was disorder specific, not universal.

A sensible next step in service delivery would be to administer both a PTSD screen and a comprehensive clinical assessment to a sample of elementary school students and older children. This would determine the rates of false positives generated by the PTSD screen and assess whether

Discussion

This study demonstrated the potential utility of using ROC analyses of needs assessment survey data to develop risk strata that could inform targeting of mental health outreach and screening after a large-scale disaster or terrorist attack. Our findings identified two different types of high-risk groups. One risk pathway involved having a family member or friend survive or be killed in the attacks (and especially children who lost someone), conduct follow-up clinical assessments with those who screened positive for PTSD, and provide counseling services to those who needed them.

A second risk group was defined by grade: fourth graders were much more likely than older children to screen positive for PTSD. This suggests three (not mutually exclusive) possibilities: effects of age-related differences in the method of administration, the DPS PTSD screen’s being less specific (generating more false positives) among fourth graders than among children in later grades, or higher rates of pathology among the fourth graders. We can rule out the differences in administration. Both fourth and fifth graders had the questions read aloud to them and participated only if their parents gave active consent. Yet the proportion of positive PTSD screens among fourth graders (27%) was double that of fifth graders (N=70 of 504, or 14%) who were assessed with the same procedures.

It could be that the PTSD screen is less specific (generates more false positives) among fourth graders than among older children. Fourth graders are at the extreme bottom of the nine- to 17-year-old age range used to develop the DPS, and its developers did not report its psychometrics for different age subgroups (12). Yet other indicators suggest that there may in fact have been greater rates of PTSD among younger children: fourth graders were most likely to endorse PTSD if they had been exposed to two or more stressors. Fourth graders also reported more PTSD and anxiety disorders than did older children but less depression and conduct disorder, suggesting that if there was any overreporting bias, it was disorder specific, not universal.

A sensible next step in service delivery would be to administer both a PTSD screen and a comprehensive clinical assessment to a sample of elementary school students and older children. This would determine the rates of false positives generated by the PTSD screen and assess whether...
Another strength of ROC analyses is that the resultant decision trees are easily interpretable by policy makers and constituents (14). Decisions about allocating resources after disasters are politically sensitive; tensions often erupt over perceived (or actual) inequities in the distribution of recovery assistance (4). Having a clear and face-valid rationale can help policy makers defend their decisions in targeting mental health services.

Our study has several limitations. As noted above, additional research is needed to confirm whether the DPS PTSD screen is accurate across the entire developmental range for grades 4 to 12. Our needs assessment survey did not include children in kindergarten to grade 3, who were assumed to lack the needed literacy skills to respond to the measure. Better methods are needed to efficiently screen such young children, because other research suggests that young children may be at particularly high risk after disasters (1,2). Another limitation was that the original survey was designed with planned missingness so that some questions were given to only a subsample of respondents. ROC analyses have no provision for imputing such missing data, limiting the number of disorders that we could include in our analysis.

A final limitation is that community survey data are often not available after most disasters. Such surveys tend to be conducted only after particularly large or newsworthy disasters or attacks. However, it is primarily for responding to large-scale events that better targeting information is most needed.

Conclusions
One challenge in providing mental health services after disasters is efficiently directing services to the minority of people who are not already recovering on their own. After large-scale disasters or terrorist attacks, it is virtually impossible to screen the entire affected community. Signal detection analyses of community surveys can reliably identify community subgroups that are the most likely to screen positive for mental health problems. Such risk profiles can be used to efficiently target postdisaster outreach and screening efforts to specific community groups that are likely to have the highest need for mental health services.
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